
In September 2014, after months of training, Chris, my second son 
and a freshman in college at the time, left for Tanzania to climb the 
highest point in Africa. Over the week that we ascended, I thought about 
the parallels between work, our life, and the climb- and I found some 
powerful connections.

We set off not fully understanding the nature of the challenge. You trust 
the people you have selected to be your guides. You may have researched 
and studied- but its all theory and no practice. 
That’s certainly the case for all of you who joined 
us out of college, from other industries, or from 
other roles in the insurance industry. You joined 
us, deciding to pursue a career with All Risks 
largely based on what you had heard from us 
and from others. You trusted us as your guides 
to help steer you up the hill-ultimately- the 
decision to commit was a leap of faith.

It was two hard days of hiking up and down 
ravines and valleys before we even saw the 
mountain- gut check time, do I really want to  
do this?

Great sales stories don’t start with outrageous success. Instead, it’s many 
tough days of climbing with your goals out of sight, over the horizon and 
with the first few binders, issued polices, cash applications, etc., we get 
an understanding of just how far off that Summit is.

Periodically we face a changing and challenging environment. My 6’1”, 
200 lb. son and I shared a tent the size of a double mattress with our 
100 lbs. of gear for a week. Cramped accommodations mean that you 
redefine the words ‘personal space.’ No access to running water redefines 
what clean means to you. Temperatures in the teens and condensation in 
your tent redefines what a good start to the morning is.

Soft markets, cyclical economic sector downturns that make your way 
harder, new markets that take renewals, agents that move their business- 

these are the occasional 
conditions of our climb. 
There’s no getting 
away from them. As 
we rise and our books 
of business get bigger 
or our responsibilities 
become more 
challenging, we realize 
that there isn’t really a 
point at which we get to 
coast- progress means 
effort. That’s when GRIT 
becomes important. Grit 

is that perseverance and passion for long term goals. Those without it, 
can’t last over a long campaign.

Those with Grit understand that effort is one of those things that give 
meaning to life. There is no shortcut to success- the key to excellence and 
mastery is often the mundane. It is hours and hours of repeatedly taking 

the right steps, even on those days when you would rather just stay in the 
tent. Grit is focusing on the progress made, rather than how far there is 
left to go. Those who succeed, strap on their boots, pick up their pack, 
and they continue to climb. Because you are committed- you hammer on.

Occasionally you raise your head and take a look at where you have come. 
If we really step outside of our day-to-day, the progress that we have 
made can come as a startling revelation. Your goals have become not only 

much more visible, but in reach. 

After a week of nonstop hiking, restless sleep, 
and true outdoor living, you wake up at about 
16,000 feet. You come out of your tent and 
the summit is there before you- this is the day 
that you will climb to the top, Uhuru Peak, the 
highest point in Africa at 19,341 feet. As you go 
higher and the air gets thinner, your boots get 
heavier and your pack gains weight too. After all 
of the training, you remain confident because 
you know what to do and you are ready for the 
challenge. It’s relentlessly putting one foot in 
front of the other- continuing to take the right 

steps, make the right moves, and continuing to press forward.

You reach the summit and your goal, you are euphoric. You spend maybe a 
half an hour exploring and celebrating, taking photos. Then you begin the 
descent. And on the way down- it hits you; life has so many summits and 
so many goals. 

The joy isn’t found in achieving the goal, the joy is in the journey spending 
our energies towards something that is meaningful to us yet bigger than 
just us, surrounded by people that we like and trust. Taking satisfaction 
in our progress and enjoying the days that we have together, working 
towards something extraordinary.

All Risks has grown from a small 2-person operation, 50 years ago to a 
national company with more than 700 team members. From one office 
to 28, we are a company that celebrates each individual’s contribution 
but believes equally in the importance of our incredible community. We 
are a unique company with its own distinctive character-built by us, for 
us-with a focus on becoming the best. With an endless horizon of bright 
summits ahead and a 
commitment to making 
the climb together, step 
by step.

Thanks so very much for 
allowing me to share 
this journey with you.
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